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EXHIBIT B

Public Works’ Summary of the Proposed Vacation
Since the Project documents were published for Planning Commission, the parties have
determined that there are some small areas of City-controlled Right Of Way (ROW) that
were intended to be included in the “Covenant Privately-Owned Publicly Accessible
Open Space” but are not owned by the City or Google.
The newly-published documents include five additional resolutions that allow for conditional
vacation of a portion of South Montgomery Street, Park Avenue, Otterson Street, and Cinnabar
Street with the reservation of public easements over the entire area to be vacated (“Subject
Portions”). On these five Subject Portions the vehicular component of the right of way will be
vacated, and the bicycle and pedestrian components of the ROW will remain in place, which
allows them to continue to function consistently with the proposed open space plan as defined in
the DWDSG (in the event that neither the City or Google are able to acquire the underlying fee
interest) (See Str. & Hwy. § 8309; see also Martis Camp Community Association v. County of
Placer, 53 Cal. App. 5th 569, 598 (2020) (confirming a local agency’s ability to terminate certain
public uses of a street through a vacation while reserving other public uses and rights of
access).).
The parties also have agreed that if Google is unable to acquire and manage the space as
“Covenant Privately-Owned Publicly Accessible Open Space,” it will still pay for the
maintenance of private improvements installed within the Subject Portion for a minimum of 50
years.
The Subject Portions are currently utilized as public streets. There are existing utilities which
serve the areas and also a desire to allow continued bicycle and pedestrian access. Based on this,
staff recommends that if the conditional vacation is approved, that Council reserve from the
vacation public easements for non-vehicular transportation and pedestrian access, utility
purposes, and if applicable, emergency vehicle access over the entire areas being vacated.
As described above, the Project documents, including the General Development Plan (“GDP”)
and the Downtown West Design Standards and Guidelines (“DWDSG”), assumed that motorized
vehicular traffic would be removed from the Subject Portions. The Project’s Environmental
Impact Report and related studies evaluated the removal of motorized vehicular traffic from the
Subject Portions consistent with the GDP and DWDSG.
These analyses document that the Subject Portions will be unnecessary for present or prospect
motorized vehicular traffic use upon the satisfaction of the conditions described in Section 4 of
the Resolution and will be necessary for public use as pedestrian and bicycle-oriented spaces.
Staff recommends the reservation of certain public easements from the proposed vacation as
described in Section 5 of the Resolution. These include a public easement for “non-vehicular
transportation and pedestrian access purposes” including related improvements, which may
include street furniture, hardscaping and landscaping and other facilities that serve the public
using the public easement. For purposes of clarification, but not limitation, the following types of
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improvements are consistent with the reserved easement and may be installed in these
areas subject to the Conformance Review process set forth in the Project documents:
1. street furniture, including seating and tables (both fixed and movable) and
program decks;
2. landscaping, including tree groves & canopy trees and understory planting, and
flex lawns;
3. public art and non-structural and removable maker spaces;
4. anchor plazas and promenades;
5. kiosks;
6. water features;
7. improvements relating to outdoor programming contemplated by the Project;
8. trellises and other shade canopy (structures);
9. improvements relating to event areas for temporary occupancy of the Subject
Property; and
10. raised planter beds.

